
Mobile carts
Endless possibilities



Mobile gastronomy is a trend which becomes more and more popular.
From a mobile sales points we may sell increasingly interesting
products.

Street food is not only an interesting adventure for young people
but also an attractive alternative for people running gastronomic
business.

A mobile cart may be an entirely new concept as well as a mobile
supplement of your already existing gastronomy.

We have prepared two types of trolleys, in two size variants, which 
can be easily adapted to the sale of most products.

Due to our proposition, you can easily match a cart to your product
as well as maximise your profits in a small space.

High product quality together with visual and technical details as well
as possibility of modification in cabinets and devices make each cart
a tailor-made product.

WHY CHOOSE US?
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Mobile cart with straight top 1500 Mobile cart with straight top 2000

Standard equipment Standard equipmentSales possibilities Sales possibilities

Dimensions DimensionsPower Power

A cart is not adapted for working during rains as it is not provided with a watertight roof. A cart is not adapted for working during rains as it is not provided with a watertight roof.

or

1 Made of stainless steel

2 4x twisting rubber wheels, 2x with a brake

3 Folding side covers, lockable with a latch

4 Folding upper covers, lockable with a key

5 5 Master key for all the cabinets

6 Halogen lighting

7 Large cabinet adapted for refrigerators and freezers

1 Made of stainless steel

2 4x twisting rubber wheels, 2x with a brake

3 Folding side covers, lockable with a latch

4 Folding upper covers, lockable with a key

5 5 Master key for all the cabinets

6 Halogen lighting

7 Large cabinet adapted for refrigerators and freezers

1 Dimensions (mm): 1500x750x1980 h 

2 Height to a top (mm): 1020

3 Length of a side top (mm) 900

1 Dimensions (mm): 2000x750x1980 h 

2 Height to a top (mm): 1020

3 Length of a side top (mm) 900

Folding upper covers Folding upper covers

Folding side tops Folding side tops

Halogen lighting Halogen lighting

Pushing handle Pushing handle

Drawer DrawerSpace for a cash drawer Space for a cash drawer

Drawer with a sink Drawer with a sink
Storage cabinet / space for
a refrefrigerator or a freezer

Storage cabinet / 
space for a refrigerator 

or a freezer

Covered wheels Covered wheelsStorage cabinet Storage cabinet

coffee

flowers

gas

or

gas electricity electricity

newspaper information
desc

hot dog sandwich coffee

flowers newspaper information
desc

hot dogs sandwichfrench fries french fries
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Mobile cart with space for devices 1500 Mobile cart with space for devices 2000

Standard equipment Standard equipmentSales possibilities Sales possibilities

Dimensions DimensionsPower Power

A cart is not adapted for working during rains as it is not provided with a watertight roof. A cart is not adapted for working during rains as it is not provided with a watertight roof.

1 Made of stainless steel

2 4x twisting rubber wheels, 2x with a brake

3 Folding side covers, lockable with a latch

4 Folding upper covers, lockable with a key

5 5 Master key for all the cabinets

6 Halogen lighting

7 Large cabinet adapted for refrigerators and freezers

1 Made of stainless steel

2 4x twisting rubber wheels, 2x with a brake

3 Folding side covers, lockable with a latch

4 Folding upper covers, lockable with a key

5 5 Master key for all the cabinets

6 Halogen lighting

7 Large cabinet adapted for refrigerators and freezers

1 Dimensions (mm): 1500x750x1980 h 

2 Height to a top (mm): 1020

3 Length of a side top (mm) 900

1 Dimensions (mm): 2000x750x1980 h 

2 Height to a top (mm): 1020

3 Length of a side top (mm) 900

Folding upper covers

Folding upper covers

Folding side tops

Folding side tops

Halogen lighting Halogen lighting

Pushing handle

Pushing handle

Space for two heating
units (devices)

Space for two heating
units (devices)

Space for packaging

Drawer Drawer

Storage cabinet / space for
a refrigerator or a freezer

Double storage
cabinet / space

for a refrigerator
or a freezer

Covered wheels Covered wheels
Drawer with a sink Drawer with a sink

drinks drinkshot dog hot dogburger burgersteak steak

sousage sousage

or

gas electricity

or

gas electricity
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Ice cream cart 1500

Standard equipment Sales possibilities

Dimensions

Power

A cart is not adapted for working during rains as it is not provided with a watertight roof.

1 Made of stainless steel

2 4x twisting rubber wheels, 2x with a brake

3 Folding side covers, lockable with a latch

4 Folding upper covers, lockable with a key

5 5 Master key for all the cabinets

6 Halogen lighting

7 Large cabinet adapted for refrigerators and freezers

1 Dimensions (mm): 2000x750x1980 h 

2 Height to a top (mm): 1020

3 Length of a side top (mm) 900

Folding upper covers

Sink

Folding side tops

Halogen lighting

Pushing handle

Space for a cash drawer

Ice cream display for sever
pozzetii + four in stock

Drawer

Dirty and clean water container

Covered wheels

Ice cream cart 2000

Standard equipment Sales possibilities

Dimensions

Power

A cart is not adapted for working during rains as it is not provided with a watertight roof.

1 Made of stainless steel

2 4x twisting rubber wheels, 2x with a brake

3 Folding side covers, lockable with a latch

4 Folding upper covers, lockable with a key

5 5 Master key for all the cabinets

6 Halogen lighting

7 Large cabinet adapted for refrigerators and freezers

1 Dimensions (mm): 1500x750x1980 h 

2 Height to a top (mm): 1020

3 Length of a side top (mm) 900

Folding upper covers

Sink

Folding side tops

Halogen lighting

Pushing handle

Space for a cash 
drawer

Ice cream display for ten
pozzetii + four in stock

Drawer

Dirty and clean water container

Covered wheels

ice cream ice cream

electricity electricity
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Personalise your cart Examples



Check our website:
mobile@jggastro.com

JG Gastro
Al. Dygasińskiego 42/3
30-820 Kraków

+ 12 658 21 09
887 448 836
www.jggastro.com


